
course : Mathematics pl, Bernoulli

Date : October 27,2017
Time : 13.45 - 16.45 hrs

Motivate all your answers.
The use of electronic devices is not allowed.

1. [3 pt] Solve the following initial value problem

( Y'+2trY: s-t2 
')

I E(o) : 5.\

2. (a) t3 ptl Define , : +.Give ltul and arg(u).Li-z
Calculate ?r8 by using De Moivre's Theorem.

(b) [3 pt] Given the two sets L : {z e. Cl za :8e} and B : {z e A,l Re(z) I 0}.
Determine all elements in A n B.

3. a) [3 pt] Find the general solution g(z) which solves the second order differential
equation

4a" +5y' +a:Loe'.
ls y(r)e-'convergent it r -+ x?

b) [3 pt] Solve the given initial-value problem

( 4y" *5yt + U : 70e' *2r I 5,
I( v(o) - -1,
I Y'(o) : o'

4. Given are the vectors u, v and w with the property:

uIv, u-Lw, v-l-w.

(a) [3 pt] Give a proof for the statement ux(vxw) : g.

' (b) [2 pt] Determine if the following statement is true or false. Motivate your answer.

luo(v x w)l : lul lvllwl



are the points P(3,4, -5) and Q(5,b,0) in IR.3.

Determine the vector equation of the line / going through p and e.
LetW be the plane through the origin, P and e. Determine an equation
ot W.

6. Calculate the following limits:

(a) [1pt]

(b) tz ptl

(a) [2 ptl

(b) [2 pt]

(a) [2 pt]

(b) [2 pt]

(c) [3 pt]

(d) [2 pt]

Total: 36 points

,g*(*-*),
.. 1 - cos(z)
llm _______=y.
o-+0 3r2

7. The function / : IR -+ iR. is given by

r(*): {'= il"-l_=,""iJ, ,

Show that / is continuous at 1.

ls / ditferentiable at 1?

Determine the extrema of / in the interval [-1, 1].

Let 9 be a function on IR. The following statement is the formaldefinition
of "9 is continuous at a € IR". write the negation of this statement without
using the --operator

Ve > 0(1, > 0(Vr e R(lz - al < 5 -+ ls(r) - s(a)l< €))).


